
PASSION
There are probably as many hobbies as people on the planet. In order to inspire you 
to claim your (rightful) space, we would like to introduce to you 10 enthusiasts, all 
with their own hobby rooms. Perhaps you know someone just like The Creator or 
The Philosopher, or – even better – you can imagine yourself sitting by that very desk.

WALL MURAL COLLECTION

Meet:  THE TAILOR  |  THE WRITER  |  THE GARDENER  |  THE SENSUOUS ONE  

THE MUSICIAN  |  THE KID  |  THE ADVENTURER  |  THE PHOTOGRAPHER 

THE PHILOSOPHER  &  THE CREATOR

http://rebelwalls.com


How it works

GET MORE INFORMATION AT REBELWALLS.COM

Use the collection book to get inspired and 
find your favorite wall mural. 

Measure the width and height of your wall.

Go to rebelwalls.com and search for the wall 
mural you have picked.

Place the order and we will produce the wall 
mural with your measurements and deliver it 
in a few days with free paste and instructions.

1.)

2.)

3.)

4.)

http://rebelwalls.com


You are patient and excited alternately. This is the best and only mixture of moods when great ideas are to 
marry the actual fabric. Your combined design and sewing studio has its own specific order; others might not 
get it, but you know exactly where the right needles, threads, buttons and patterns are.

THE TAILOR



PERFECT FIT, POWDER PINK  |  R14113 



PERFECT FIT, MINT GREEN  |  R14112



LEATHER RHOMBS  |  R14121 



LEATHER RHOMBS, VINTAGE  |  R14122 



You have a way with words. A love for typography, paper structures and books comes alongside the first  
love of words. This is your place to read other authors and give them a chance to “read” you in black ink. 
Start writing now!

THE WRITER



Typomania
Isn’t it utterly remarkable what 
you can express with only a few 
letters? We think so, and to honour 
the beautiful shape of the let-
ters, we created the Typomania 
wallpaper using a good old type- 
writer in order to get exactly the 
right feeling.

Do you want to write
something special within 
the design of this wall mural? 
Use our design services to add 
a word, a name our a whole 
sentence!

TYPOMANIA  |  R13971 



BLANK PAGES   |  R13981 

Blank Pages
The white sheets and the black 
spaces practically billow forth in 
this high-contrast photo wallpaper, 
and whatever colour you bring in to 
the styling will definitely pop!



You know how to best make something grow – from the smallest seed to the biggest tree, you know how 
often it should be watered, what extra nutrition it might need and if it´s a fan of the sun, penumbra or shadow. 
A room for you and your green thumb, voilà!

THE GARDENER



CLIMBING CLOROFYL  |  R13993 



CLIMBING CLOROFYL, WOOD  |  R13992 



LEAF LOVE  |  R14001 

Create a lush, green oasis in your room 
using this palm leaf wallpaper. Green 
is known to have a calming effect on 
the human mind. 

Place the wall murals as above to get 
a real green corner! A diagonal grid 
runs across the surface of photo mural 
for a softening effect.

Leaf Love



Sight, hearing, taste, smell and touch – those are the five senses and you are a tactile person who masters 
them all to perfection. Nothing passes you by and everything both interests and inspires you. Somehow. This 
is your place to sort out all the impressions and just breathe.

THE SENSUOUS ONE



BIRCH BARK BRAIDS  |  R13931 



BIRCH BARK BRAIDS, WHITE  |  R13932 



CUDDLE CLOUDS  |  R14011 

Got your head amongst the clouds? 
Get yourself a dreamy backdrop! 
Wallpaper one wall or all four of 
them; this wall mural is of course 
repeatable sideways.

Cuddle Clouds



You have a never-ending, ever-changing soundtrack of your life. Old music, new music, your own music – you 
got it! Fill your music room with tunes that inspire you the most – you’ve got your own rhythm.

THE MUSICIAN



NOTE SHEETS  |  R14021 



NOTE SHEETS, DENIM  |  R14024 



Place yourself and your hobby in the 
spotlight! Light is an excellent way 
of marking places or creating a fee-
ling of space!

In the Spotlight

IN THE SPOTLIGHT  |  R14031 



Young counted in years on earth or young at heart, doesn’t matter. What unites you is the certain carefree 
and playful approach to life. This is your playground; a safe creative nest. Sometimes messy, sometimes tidy. 
As life in general.

THE KID



PATCHWORK PLAY  |  R14041 



PATCHWORK PLAY, GREY  |  R14042 



BALLOONS FLYING HIGH  |  R14051 

B for balloons! It’s hard not to be 
fascinated by hot air balloons; their 
simple but genius construction, the 
optimistic shape and the vibrant 
lovely colours! This wall mural is  
based on several photos of hot air 
balloons, placed in see-through layers 
on top of each other.

Balloons
Flying High



You are a humble explorer. People see you as well-travelled, but the more places and cultures you visit the 
more you realise you ain’t seen nothing yet. It´s a good thing then that the world is a big and beautiful place! 
This is your starting point for new adventures to come.

THE ADVENTURER



ELEVATION LINES  |  R14073 



ELEVATION LINES, WHITE  |  R14071 



STACKED SUITCASES  |  R14061 



R14061 | STACKED SUITCASES

Mix the four sections to get exactly the right 
expression on your suitcase wall mural! If 
you want to have a “gap” between all the 
beautiful boxes, use the horizontal boards. 

Our design team spent quite some time 
arranging and rearranging the magnificent 
collection of suitcases that we got access 
to during one intense and fun day.

R14062 | STACKED SUITCASES, HEAP R14063 | STACKED SUITCASES, PILE

R14064 | STACKED SUITCASES, BOARDS



When others see chaos, you see beauty; when others see ”nothing”, you see ”something” – and you can´t 
help but capture it all on film. If this sounds anything like you, then please take a seat and plan your next photo 
shoot, go through your camera equipment or just flick through the latest photo book you bought.

THE PHOTOGRAPHER



LENSES  |  R13951 



LENSES, PEACH  |  R13952 



Glass Vault

GLASS VAULT  |  R14081 



GLASS VAULT, MULTIPLE  |  R14082 



You see the beauty in the little things and the extraordinary values hidden in the ”ordinary”.  Whatever your 
output is on all this input, wouldn’t it be nice with a peaceful room, tailored to your taste and devoted for just 
this type of intense but immaterial action? We like to think so.

THE PHILOSOPHER



PULSE OF PASSION  |  R14091 



PULSE OF PASSION, WHITE  |  R14092 



HAZY BLUE

Up

UP  |  R14101 

Raise your gaze and see how the 
beautiful arches stretch over you. 
The soft white in this wall mural real-
ly allows you to freely choose what 
other colour you should 
decorate your room in.

MERMAID GREEN

MARINA BAY



You understand materials and you understand constructions. Perhaps you have chosen an art form and a 
particular material, or you are one of those multi-talents that have the ability to make new creative magic with 
whatever comes into your hands. Welcome to your own creative corner of the world!

THE CREATOR



Sassy Zigzag

SASSY ZIGZAG  |  R13941 

This is a wall mural with attitude and 
charisma. A unique and hand-pain-
ted pattern in watercolour; graphical 
and precise in shimmering pastel 
rhombs.



RAINBOW PALETTE  |  R13961 

Rainbow
Palette

Everyone who has painted in 
watercolours at one point or 
another knows what an equally 
delightful and difficult-to-master 
material it is – this wall mural is 
a tribute to the craft.



FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM AND PINTEREST:

FALL IN LOVE WITH MORE WALL MURALS ON REBELWALLS.COM

https://www.facebook.com/RebelWalls/
https://instagram.com/rebelwalls
https://www.pinterest.com/rebelwalls/
http://rebelwalls.com



